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3/1747 (E.92.P009) SE 60305212
YO1 7HL

12 MINISTER YARD, YORK
12 Minster Yard, York, Archaeological Watching Brief
Dean, G York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 18pp, colour pls, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation of alteration works within the church. A number of archaeological features
were uncovered. The floor surfaces were removed and a large quantity of disarticulated human remains
was revealed as well as an earlier doorway with an in situ door, the partial remains of possibly two
articulated skeletons and a drain and substantial limestone footings. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: UD

3/1748 (E.92.P001) SE 60015156
YO1 6LR

13-15 ST. MARTIN'S LANE, YORK
13-15 St. Martin's Lane, York, Report on an Archaeological Watching Brief
Reeves, B & Johnson, M York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 23pp, figs, tabs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

The watching brief found that the majority of the deposits recorded were of post-medieval and modern
date, two areas of the site were excavated to Roman levels. Although no in situ deposits were seen, the
Roman deposits contained considerable quantifies of dumped demolition material, including fragments
of box flue and combed box tile, tegula and imbrex tile fragments. This material  was suggestive of a
high status Roman building in the near vicinity. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: RO

3/1749 (E.92.M001) SE 59405130
YO24 4AU

138 THE MOUNT
138 The Mount, York, North Yorkshire
Map Archaeological Consultancy Ltd. Malton : MAP Archaeological Consultancy Ltd., 2003,
3pp
Work undertaken by: MAP Archaeological Consultancy Ltd.

Observation of the excavation of a wall footing to the rear of 138 The Mount showed that this area of
the garden had been previously disturbed. No archaeological deposits/features were observed.
[Au(abr)]

3/1750 (E.92.P003) SE 59185078
YO24 1DL

196, MOUNT VALE, YORK
196, Mount Vale, York, Report on an Archaeological Watching Brief
Andrews, M York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 5pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

A watching brief maintained during a programme of building works, revealed only a garden soil and
finds of 19th-20th century date. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MO
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3/1751 (E.92.P020) SE 60205200
YOI 8AN

35 STONEGATE, YORK
35 Stonegate, York, a Report on an Archaeological Watching Brief
Mason, IYork : York Archaeological Trust, 2004, 11pp, figs, tabs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation was made of the excavation of underpinning trenches inside and outside
the building. No archaeological evidence was recorded in the outside trench , trench one. Evidence
uncovered in trench two, within the building, suggested that there were earlier buildings than the
standing 17th century building, probably medieval in date, occupying the plot. The sill wall, beam and
post holes recorded suggested a timber frame construction. The deposits identifed as floor layers were
presumably associated with the earlier buildings; contexts 1005-1010 and 1017-1018 predated the
suggested sill, context 101 and contexts 1001-1004 post-dated it. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MD

3/1752 (E.92.M005) SE 60355170
YO1 9QR

5 LOW OUSEGATE
5 Low Ousegate, York
Robinson, T York : On Site Archaeology, 2003, 12pp, colour pls, figs
Work undertaken by: On Site Archaeology

Archaeological features encountered consisted of a rough cobble surface and a heavily rebuilt storm
drain of probable medieval origin. The underlying natural deposits were not encountered during the
course of the watching brief. [Au(abr)]

Archaeological periods represented: MD

3/1753 (E.92.M007) SE 59915238
YO30 7DZ

56 BOOTHAM
56 Bootham, York
Robinson, T York : On Site Archaeology, 2003, 14pp, colour pls, figs
Work undertaken by: On Site Archaeology

No archaeological deposits were disturbed. During the course of the works an ornamental archway was
found towards the southeast end of the garden. This archway was likely to have been constructed
during the 19th century as a garden feature, but clearly contained a number of medieval pieces of
masonry. [Au(abr)]

Archaeological periods represented: PM

3/1754 (E.92.P024) SE 60345109
YO23 1AS

6 COLENSO STREET, YORK
Report on an Archaeological Watching Brief, 6 Colenso Street, York
Dean, G York : York Archaeological Trust, 2004, 10pp, colour pls, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation of a trench, excavated by the owner for underpinning the rear of the
property prior to alteration, revealed a series of twelve medieval intercutting graves, possibly
associated with the nearby, previously excavated, remains of the church of St. Clement's nunnery.
[Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MD
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3/1755 (E.92.M006) SE 59695277
YO30 6AL

6, ST. PETER'S GROVE
6, St. Peter's Grove, York
Vinnels, M York : On Site Archaeology, 2003, 15pp, colour pls, figs, tabs, refs
Work undertaken by: On Site Archaeology

The watching brief comprised the observation of excavation of foundation trenches and drains by
mechanical excavator, prior to construction of the residential flats. Two archaeologically significant
features were revealed during the work: a brick culvert and a rubble-filled field drain. the culvert
backfilling produced 19th century pottery. A ploughsoil of medieval date was also identified. [Au(abr)]

Archaeological periods represented: MD, PM

3/1756 (E.92.M004) SE 56404680
YO23 3SH

8 MAIN STREET, COPMANTHORPE
8 Main Street, Copmanthorpe, York
Map Archaeological Consultancy Ltd. Malton : MAP Archaeological Consultancy Ltd., 2003,
7pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: MAP Archaeological Consultancy Ltd.

An archaeological watching brief was carried out in August 2003, in advance of the development of the
area for residential dwelling. Two test pits were excavated by mechanical digger to investigate the
nature of the subsoil deposits; no archaeological remains were encountered during these works. [Au]

3/1757 (E.92.P021) SE 60605057
YO10 4DL

80 ALMA TERRACE, YORK
80 Alma Terrace, York, A Report on an Archaeological Watching Brief
Evans, D T York : York Archaeological Trust, 2004, 9pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation of the machine excavation of five engineers test pits revealed a sequence of
naturally occurring sands, gravel and clays. One possible archaeological deposit, in test pit two, a dark
grey clayey silt, contained no dateable evidence. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: UD

3/1758 (E.92.P010) SE 59565113
YO24 1BQ

CABLE TRENCH, DALTON TERRACE, YORK
Cable Trench, Dalton Terrace, York
Evans, D T & Dean, G York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 9pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

The areas observered all proved to be disturbed by modern activity and no dating evidence was
recovered. Possible features were uncovered, including deposists that could have been Roman and a
medieval ploughsoil. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MD, RO
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3/1759 (E.92.P016) SE 60435175

YO1 8RH
CABLE TRENCH, JUNCTION OF HIGH OUSEGATE AND COPPERGATE, YORK
Cable Trench, Junction of High Ousegate and Coppergate, York
Evans, D T York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 7pp. figs. refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation during the construction of a new inspection chamber and the excavation of
its connecting trench to an existing chamber, recorded a possible linear alignment of millstone grit
rubble, associated with a church chancel, demolished in the late 18th century, though the area was
badly disturbed by modern activity. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: PM

3/1760 (E.92.P012) SE 59575103
YO24 1GH

CABLE TRENCH, JUNCTION OF MICKLEGATE AND NORTH STREET, YORK
Report on a Cable Trench, Junction of Micklegate and North Street
Evans, D T York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 7pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation of the excavation of two inspection chambers and a connecting trench
adjacent to the ancient, but redundant church of St. John the Evangelist, recorded only modern
deposits. A small quantity of disarticulated human bone was noted. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MO, UD

3/1761 (E.92.P018) SE 59275103
YO24 4DD

CABLE TRENCH, STATION ROAD, YORK
Cable Trench, Station Road, York
Evans, D T York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 5pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation during the excavation of a trench for an inspection chamber close to the
north-east end of the cholera burial ground revealed only modern deposits, possibly associated with
19th century railway construction works. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MO

3/1762 (E.92.P007) SE 59915157
YO1 6LJ

CABLE TRENCHES OUSIDE JACOB'S WELL, TRINITY LANE, YORK
Cable trenches Outside Jacob's well. Trinity Lane, York, Archaeological Watching Brief
Dean, G York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 6pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation of two trenches were excavated to allow connection of services, outside the
medieval building known as Jacob's Well. This revealed modern deposits and the stub of a wall
abutting the foundations of the building. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MO, UD
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3/1763 (E.92.P005) SE 60255175

YO1 9QR
CABLE TRENCHES, PARLIMENT STREET TO SWINEGATE, YORK
Cable Trenches, Parlliment Street to Swinegate, York, Archaeological Watching Brief
Mason, L York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 4pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation of the hand excavation of a cable trench, revealed no archaeological
deposits, due to the shallow depth of excavation. [Au(abr)]

3/1764 (E.92.P013) SE 59805150
YO1 6LE

ELECTRICITY TRENCH OUTSIDE HOLY TRINITY CHURCH, MICKLEGATE,
YORK
Electricity Trench Outside Holy Trinity Church. Micklegate, York
Reeves, B York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 13pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation of the hand excavation of a cable trench, started after contractors unearthed
human remains. Roman deposits were recorded, as well as four articulated human skeletons. All but
one of these showed signs of some disturbance. The burials were thought to be associated with the
post-conquest church. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: RO, UD

3/1765 (E.92.P014) SE 60355200
YO1 8AJ

ELECTRICTY CABLE TRENCH, LITTLE STONEGATE, YORK
Electricity Cable Trench, Little Stonegate, York
Mason, IYork : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 5pp. figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

The observation and recording of a machine excavated trench for the laying of cable ducts prior to the
installation of electrictiy cables to new retail outlets, revealed only modern deposits. The trench was
dug to a depth of 0.70m. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MO

3/1766 (E.92.P027) SE 60905164
YO1 9TP

FORMER BUS DEPOT, NAVIGATION ROAD, YORK
Former Bus Depot, Navigation Road, York, a Report on an Archaeological Watching Brief
Dean, G York : York Archaeological Trust, 2004, 11pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation of eight boreholes, seven within the building and one outside, revealed that
the deposits recorded consisted mainly of brick rubble. One borehole produced a silt deposit that may
have been associated with water lain or marshy deposition, and in another there was diesel
contamination. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: UD
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3/1767 (E.92.P028) SE 61575126

YO10 3FJ
FORMER D.C.COOK SITE, LAWRENCE STREET, YORK
Former D.C.Cook Site, Lawrence Street, York
Evans, D T York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 60pp, colour pls, figs, tabs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

A programme of archaeological investigation followed an evaluation excavation in 2001, one large
open area, Trench 11, c.420m square, was opened up to further investigate indicated areas of
archaeological significance. Another Trench 11, 10m x 10m, was excavated to determine the level of
survival of archaeological remains below one of the demolished buildings. In trench 10, the excavation
of modern foundations and drains had destroyed much of the archaeology, but there were hints of post-
medieval activity. Trench 11 produced substantial and potentially important remains of the Roman and
medieval periods. This included Roman and medieval ditches, a medieval oven and a well preserved
waterlogged 14th century barrel well. There was also evidence for waterlogged organic deposits of the
medieval period. The medieval features may have been associated with St. Nicholas's hospital.
[Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MD, RO

3/1768 (E.92.M003) SE 61175146
YO10 3WL

FOSS ISLANDS ROAD
Foss Islands Road, York
Robinson, T York : On Site Archaeology, 2003, 41pp, colour pls, figs, tabs, refs
Work undertaken by: On Site Archaeology

An archaeological watching brief revealed a pattern of archaeological features, present across the bulk
of the development area. This archaeological resource consisted of cut features from the Roman to
medieval and post-medieval dates. The majority were domestic pits, though linear features were also
observed. In addition there were a number of brick built structures encountered, including a well and a
brick built drain. [Au(abr)]

Archaeological periods represented: MD, PM, RO

3/1769 (E.92.P026) SE 62505450
YO32 9JR

HUNTINGTON SOUTH MOOR
An Assessment Report on an Archaeological Excavation, Huntington South Moor, York
Johnson, M York : York Archaeological Trust, 2004, 114pp, colour pls, figs, tabs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

The excavation revealed parts of a prehistoric landscape that included at least one Neolithic pit and
curvilinear ditch, a pit alignment of probable Bronze Age or Iron Age origin that was later redefined by
a broad shallow cut. A cluster of pits and small post holes together with two small ring gullies, may
have been of prehistoric date, though were located within the limits of a Roman camp. Substantial parts
of this early-mid 2nd century AD Roman camp were surveyed and excavated, which proved to have
been laid out with considerable geometric accuracy. The camp appeared to have been short lived, with
parts of the rampart backfilled into the ditch, and was probably a mustering camp. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: NE, PR, RO
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3/1770 (E.92.P015) SE 60645216

YO1 7BT
MERCHANT ADVENTURERS HALL, FOSSGATE, YORK
Merchant Adventurer's Hall, Fossgate, York, A report on an Archaeological Watching Brief and the
monitoring of structural repairs
Hunter-Mann, K & Kendall, T York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 25pp, colour pls, figs,
tabs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation of building modifications for disabled access and repairs to the timber
framed structure, revealed a sequence of deposits that related to post-medieval and modern activity
outside the standing buildings. These included a brick paver surface dated to the early part of the 17th
century, associated with an extension built onto the medieval hall,  a c.1700 brick culvert, 19th century
outbuildings, yard and drains, and 20th century demolition, renovation and construction. Most of the
repairs to the timber framing were minor, and insights into the structural history of the building were
limited. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: PM

3/1771 (E.92.M009) SE 59655135
YO24 1AZ

PRUDENTIAL HOUSE, BLOSSOM STREET
Prudential House, Blossom Street, York
Robinson, T York : On Site Archaeology, 2004, 18pp, colour pls, figs, tabs
Work undertaken by: On Site Archaeology

Two areas of archaeological deposits were encountered on the site despite the level of disturbance.
These consisted of a small pit surviving from truncation as it was capped beneath a hefty concrete slab,
which had clearly been laid down before the current car park and had not been machined away during
any recent works. The deepest part of the excavation was at the lift pit and it was here that a cobbled
surface was encountered toward the very limit of the excavation [Au(abr)]

Archaeological periods represented: MD, UD

3/1772 (E.92.P017) SE 60835230
YO31 7JB

SAINSBURY'S STORE, FOSS BANK, YORK
Report on a Borehole Survey, Sainsbury's Store, Foss bank. York
Evans, D T York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 12pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation of a series of boreholes revealed only one single possible Roman deposit,
in borehole 23. However, a silt deposit in borehole 22 may have filled an ancient buried stream or river.
It was thought probable that much had been destroyed by the 19th century gasworks and later activity,
although it was possible that islands of archaeology did exist in places. [Au(adp)]

3/1773 (E.92.P025) SE 56305620
YO30 IYJ

TELECOM MASK, A1237 RING ROAD, KNAPTON, YORK
Telecom Site, A1237 Ring Road, Knapton, York, A Report on an Archaeological Watching Brief
Dean, G York : York Archaeological Trust, 2004, 5pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological monitoring of a machine excavated pit measuring 2.6m x 2.8m and 0.95m deep,
revealed no features or artefacts of archaeological interest. [Au(adp)]
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3/1774 (E.92.P023) SE 58005150
YO26 ATA

THE BUNKER, SHELLEY HOUSE, ACOMB, YORK
The Bunker, Shelly House, Acomb, York, Report on an Archaeological Watching Brief
Dean, G York : York Archaeological Trust, 2004, 9pp, colour pls, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological monitoring was coducted during the excavation of trenches and the construction of a
disabled access ramp. The trenches exposed the foundations of the brick structure that formed the main
entrance into the bunker at its eastern end and the former emergency exit at the western end; the
disabled ramp exposed details of the construction of the mound which covered the whole structure.
[Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MO

3/1775 (E.92.P022) SE 60404520
YO1 7JF

THE CENTRE FOR SCHOOL STUDIES, ST. WILLIAMS COLLEGE, YORK
Archaeological Watching Brief at The Centre for School Studies St. Willam's College, York
Dean, G York : York Archaeological Trust, 2004, 6pp, colour pls, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological monitoring was made of a hand dug pit excavated to assess and remedy the sudden
subsidence of a lean-to in the courtyard. A clinker path with a cobble edge adjacent to what was
probably a well was exposed. In the north facing section, the angle of two walls were exposed, these
extended beyond the limits of the investigation. These features were all probably associated with
buildings demolished  in the 1890s. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: UD

3/1776 (E.92.P011) SE 59755103
YO23 1BL

THE MOUNT SCHOOL, DALTON TERRACE, YORK
The Mount School, Dalton Terrace, York
Evans, D T York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 7pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation of the digging of a lift shaft foundation pit revealed no archaeological
features of any significance. [Au(abr)]

3/1777 (E.92.P006) SE 59225125
YO24 4BF

TREGELLES JUNIOR SCHOOL, DALTON TERRACE, YORK
Tregelles Junior School, Dalton Terrace, York, Archaeological Watching Brief
Mason, IYork : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 16pp. figs, tabs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Observation of the excavation of engineering test pits and foundation trenches revealed valuable
evidence for the character of the area during the Roman period which hitherto was dedicated to
cemetery use. Evidence for domestic or industrial occupation was recorded and consisted of a dump
deposit, a small pit, and a large pit/ditch. These features were dated to the first and second half of the
2nd century. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: RO
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3/1778 (E.92.P008) SE 60325177
YO1 8SR

UTILITY SERVICE TRENCH, PETER LANE AND SPURRIERGATE, YORK
Utility Service Trench, Peter Lane and Spurriergate, York, Archaeological Watching Brief
Dean, G York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 7pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation of the excavation of a trench for services, revealed post-medieval wall
stubs and a section of brick wall. These wall stubs may well have been associated with buildings
demolished during the widening of Market Street and Spurriergate in the 18th and 19th centuries.
[Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: PM

3/1779 (E.92.P019) SE 60025153
YO1 6BZ

UTILITY SERVICE TRENCH, ST. MARTIN'S LANE, YORK
Utility Service trench, St. Martin's Lane, York
Evans, D T York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 8pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

Archaeological observation of the excavation of two small trenches, 3m x 3m, for the installation of
cabling to a new development, revealed undated deposits. These included a sandy clay deposit that
might have been Roman and an overlying accumulation deposit that could have been medieval or post-
medieval. [Au(adp)]

3/1780 (E.92.M002) SE 60505150
YO1 9NX

V.M.S. FOUNDATIONS
V.M.S. Foundation Trenches, York
Bruce, G, Diamond, S & Robinson, T York : On Site Archaeology, 2003, 26pp, colour pls, figs,
tabs, refs
Work undertaken by: On Site Archaeology

Whilst many of the trenches encountered only very recent deposits associated with modern pavement
surfaces or service trench backfill, in a number of cases earlier archaeological remains were observed.
The most significant of these remains included a late 1st century layer on Gillygate, later Roman
deposits on Bootham, Blossom Street and Station Road and medieval layers at a number of other
locations. [Au(abr)]

Archaeological periods represented: MD, RO

3/1781 (E.92.M008) SE 63505195
YO10 3NR

VILLAGE SCHOOL, MURTON WAY
The Former Village School, Murton Way, Osbaldwick, York
Dickson, A York : On Site Archaeology, 2003, 6pp, colour pls, figs
Work undertaken by: On Site Archaeology

Deposits encountered during excavation of the footings and the reduced dig other than natural, included
a modern tarmac, later, a layer of hardcore, the remains of a brick wall and a layer of made up ground.
[Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: PM
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3/1782 (E.92.P002) SE 60795118
YO10 4BZ

YORK CITY ARMS SOCIAL CLUB, FAWCETT STREET, YORK
York City Arms Social Club, Fawcett Street, York, Archaeological Watching Brief
Mason, IYork : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 19pp, figs, tabs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

The observation of groundworks during the excavation of modern service trenches was carried out in
two stages, Area four was carried out in January 2003. Two human skeletons were recorded, thought to
be associated with All Saints, Fishergate, a church known to occupy a site in the vicinity from the 11th-
16th centuries. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MD, RO

3/1783 (E.92.P004) SE 60135216
Y01 7HE

YORK THEATRE ROYAL, ST. LEONARD'S PLACE, YORK
York Theatre Royal, St. Leonards Place, York, Report on an Archaeological Watching Brief
Hunter-Mann, K York : York Archaeological Trust, 2003, 15pp, figs, refs
Work undertaken by: York Archaeological Trust

An archaeological watching brief carried out during the excavation of a pit to accommodate a disabled
access ramp, revealed the remains of a post-medieval building constructed within a few metres of the
former undercroft of St. Leonard's hospital, presumably from re-used materials from other hospital
buildings. Occupation/floor deposits at the bottom of the trench were probably of late medieval or early
post-medieval in date and possibly represented occupation within a timber building immediately north
of the undercroft building. [Au(adp)]

Archaeological periods represented: MD, PM, RO


